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Welcome to Restitch
The Social Fabric Summit

Social fabric matters. The places we inhabit, the people
we share them with, the institutions and networks that foster
shared norms and values between us all – these are the building
blocks of democratic societies and prosperous economies.
Human beings, simply put, demand to belong. And the last two years of social
distancing and enforced isolation have only served to remind us of this basic
fact that we have known instinctively for millennia.
This is not a controversial or novel principle but it has too often been
forgotten in practice. In Western countries around the world, including the
United Kingdom, we have inadvertently let the threads of the social fabric
fray. Pastimes that in the past brought us together – volunteering, group
membership, church-going, even marriage – have gone out of fashion,
while those that separate us have gone mainstream. Places of congregation,
from libraries and pubs to youth clubs and parks, have shuttered and too
many of the places and buildings we have created are lacking in beauty,
character or local support.
It’s time to change this. In the shadow of the pandemic, we must restitch the
social fabric of our communities and breathe new life into the places we call
home. Not by clutching at the fragments of the past and trying to recreate
what has gone before but by re-imagining new forms for community which
learn from our forebears but that can persist today and also withstand the
vicissitudes of modern, digital, global life. And not through top-down policy or
by bottom-up organising on their own, but through the intelligent union of both.
That is the mission of Restitch: to bring together the right people to
have conversations to seed ideas and build networks and ultimately to
deliver a stronger social fabric on the ground. We want it to be a positive
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conversation full of hope and possibility, and built around the inspirational
stories of people who are doing it in neighbourhoods, high streets and places
all over the world. They prove, first and foremost, that it can be done.
We hope that you enjoy the two days and leave inspired to restitch your own
social fabric in the coming months and years. Thank you for giving up your
time to be with us today.
Will Tanner
Director, Onward
Nicholas Boys Smith
Founding Director, Create Streets
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Rediscovering
the golden thread
A foreword from the Secretary of State
for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities

The golden thread that unites us all is a deep love of home
and the places and relationships that give our lives meaning
and purpose.
This is something that transcends political, philosophical and all manner
of differences.
We each yearn to feel connected to the places where we live and work.
Every community wants to see local pride and respect for our cultural
heritage reflected in their surroundings.
The drive to build back better is a shared goal, as underlined by the diverse
grouping of politicians, thinkers and citizens that Restitch: the Social Fabric
Summit has brought together.
In uncertain and challenging times, the beauty, quality, character and
sustainability of our communities are more fundamental than ever to social
justice and quality of life, especially in places that have long been overlooked
and undervalued.
That is why, for me, the mission to level up housing as part of this
Government’s defining mission for the United Kingdom is about much
more than numbers.
I want to see more people owning their homes and improving affordability
and accessibility across the board.
However, we should not see this as a goal to maximise building at the
expense of all else.
RESTITCH | The Social Fabric Summit
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Beauty, the right infrastructure, access to green spaces and the
safeguarding of our natural environment matter.
So too does the need to find a more effective means of capturing
democratic sentiment beyond the one per cent who currently engage
with some neighbourhood plans.
Above all, communities must feel they have control and a stake
in development that works for them and those who will join them.
We have already taken important steps towards this through the publication
of our National Design Code, paving the way for new local design codes.
These important reforms will create the right incentives to make beautiful,
high quality, sustainable development that is driven by communities for
communities the norm.
This is how we will mend our social fabric. How we will strengthen the golden
thread of belonging that binds us and a timeless tradition of collective
stewardship for our beautiful and unique land.
The leadership shown by Nicholas Boys Smith and Create Streets, the late
Sir Roger Scruton and Onward on this agenda has been invaluable. I thank
you for all your efforts and wish everyone well in your discussions today.
The Rt Hon Michael Gove
Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities
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What levelling up
really means
Shadow Secretary of State
for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities

Ask any two Government Ministers what “Levelling Up” means and you’ll get
two different answers. The much-anticipated White Paper has not made this
any clearer. After two years of big promises, the sum total of ambition for our
coastal and industrial towns, our villages and our great cities was a history
lesson on the rise of the Roman Empire.
It conjures up images of Michael Gove playing supermarket sweep, dashing
around Whitehall throwing policies into the trolley in the hope quantity would
compensate for lack of quality.
While he takes his inspiration from Rome, Jericho and Renaissance Florence,
we look to Preston, Wigan and Grimsby, where people are delivering real change
for themselves.
For some of us, this is personal. We have lived these failures every single
day. We have watched for four decades as good jobs have left our towns
and never been replaced. It has created a chain of insecurity. Young people
have had to move far away from their homes and their loved ones, just to
find decent opportunities. The loss of good jobs costs us the spending power
that sustained our high streets, pubs, banks, post offices and buses.
People are growing old hundreds of miles away from children and grandchildren,
and feel the aftershocks in declining prosperity, an eroded community, and
a growing sense of insecurity.
Bringing back these good jobs must be the defining mission of levelling up –
getting investment back into towns and money into people’s pockets. Our high
streets are struggling because people do not have money to spend, and the
Government have hiked their taxes even further.
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Good jobs do more than put money into people’s pockets. They are also central
to restoring local pride. Many of our towns powered Britain’s economy within
living memory. Why shouldn’t young people in Barnsley and Aberdeen power us
through the next century as their parents and grandparents powered us through
the last?
We need far more ambition. It’s no good just giving tax breaks to get a few
companies to move out of London. Children whose schools and colleges are next
door to those workplaces need to be able to acquire the skills to get one of those
high-quality jobs.
All of this is about giving people control over their lives, and giving young people
real choices and chances, so that they don’t have to get out to get on.
This is what drives Labour’s plan to build a new Britain. We will bring good jobs
to every part of the UK, through £28bn in green investment every year in the next
Parliament and funding for 100,000 start-up businesses that will Make, Buy and
Sell in Britain.
We cannot afford more of the same. A few pots of money to scrap over or
a few new mayors won’t touch the sides. We deserve a plan for Britain that
matches the ambitions of the people in it, with good, local jobs at its heart.
People in every community across the UK deserve security, opportunity
and prosperity, and Levelling Up has to be about delivering that.
Lisa Nandy MP
Shadow Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities
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Church House
Tuesday 24th May, London

The first day of Restitch will be held in Church House,
Westminster, the remarkably little known headquarters of the
Church of England. The current building, the second on the site,
was designed by the classical architect, Sir Herbert Baker and
was opened by King George VI in June 1940 only a few days
after the successful completion of the Dunkirk evacuation.
Although bombed in the Blitz, Church House suffered much less damage
than the nearby Houses of Parliament. The House of Lords therefore sat
in the Assembly Hall, where we will be meeting, for the remainder of the
war. On 17 January 1946, a week after the UN General Assembly convened
for the first time at nearby Methodist Central Hall, the UN Security Council
met for the first time in Church House. They used the Hoare Memorial Hall,
one of the rooms we will be using, and established their provisional rules
of procedure. They have been amended eleven times since but still influence
the UN Security Council’s work to this day.
Church House is an excellent example of the way in which our town centres,
streets and squares used to grow ‘organically’ getting bigger and higher,
intensifying and meeting new needs but somehow feeling as if they have
always been there. It is a trick we’ve largely lost and perhaps need to
rediscover if we are to meet our housing needs and grow our towns and
neighbourhoods sustainably and with popular consent. Herbert Baker like
many twentieth century innovative architects working within the vernacular
tradition has been almost entirely forgotten, although he was one of the best
known designers of his day and was buried in the nave of Westminster Abbey.

9
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Agenda
People, place and little platoons

London, 23–24 May 2022
*Speakers subject to change

Session

Description
Monday

Paved with gold?
6:00–7:30pm

The secret history of Westminster’s streets: ecclesiastical textiles,
plague pits and early skyscrapers
A tour by Meg Ryder, Create Streets Foundation.
Meet at Church House, Dean’s Yard, Westminster.

Tuesday
Coffee and networking
Tuesday: From 09:15
Kick off
to summit
Tuesday:
09:50–10:05

Welcome to Social Fabric Summit 2022,
“restitichers”, to two of our four themes:
‘place’ and ‘work’ and to Restitching
London on the Create Communities
platform

Nicholas Boys Smith
Will Tanner

Assembly Hall
Panel Session
Tuesday:
10:05–11:00

How practically do we prevent further
fracturing of national values? What are
the risks and key fissures? How can we
disagree better?
Assembly Hall

Rt Hon Rory Stewart, Yale
Gemma Mortensen,
New Constellations
Dame Sara Khan,
Independent Adviser for
Social Cohesion and Resilience
Alex Smith, Founder and
CEO, The Cares Family
Chair: Ian Leslie, Author,
Conflicted
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Session

Description
Break. Soapbox pitches and facilitated networking

Panel Session
Tuesday:
11:20–12:15
Regenerative
development:
Where do we
need it and
what should
it look like?

How can development support social
fabric? How do we trade off the tensions
of place-making and the generational
need for new homes?

Victoria Hills, RTPI
Danny Thorpe,
Greenwich Council
Fiona Fletcher Smith,
L&Q, Centre for London

Assembly Hall

Chair: Nicholas Boys Smith,
Create Streets

Supported by
Berkeley Group
Fireside chat
12:20–13:10
What is tearing
society apart
– and what
might bring it
together?

Is society being pulled apart by elitism
or by inequality, culture wars or economic
stagnation? How can we resolve the
overlapping crises Western societies face?

Michael Sandel, Harvard
Chair: Will Tanner, Onward

Assembly Hall

Lunch. Soapbox pitches and facilitated networking

11
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Session

Description

Lunchtime
session

Can street by street design codes support
more connected, happier neighbourhoods
AND more homes?

Should we give
communities
more control over
development?

Bishop Partridge Room

Mustafa Latif-Aramesh,
BDB Pitmans
John Penrose MP,
Weston-Super-Mare
Shreya Nanda, IPPR
Dr Riette Oosthuizen,
HTA Design
Chair: John Myers,
YIMBY Alliance

Breakouts
Landmarks
of our lives?
13:50-14:45
Supported
by JTP

What role do local businesses play
in fostering community? How can we
revive the high street and neighbourhood
parades? How can local independent
stores compete in a digital age?
Bishop Partridge Room

Rob Tincknell, Areli
Developments Ltd
Aria Babu, Entrepreneurs’
Network
Eric Holding, JTP
Ailbhe McNabola, Power
to Change
Chair: Cathy Parker,
High St Task Force

Working
together (much)
better
13:50-14:45
Supported by
Power to Change

What does good really look like in
community consultation? Can we take
the politics out of placemaking?
Convocation Hall

Melissa Mean, We Can Make
Cllr Anthony Okereke,
Greenwich Council
Rev Angus Ritchie, St George
in the East
Richard Bacon MP, Member
of Parliament for South
Norfolk
Chair: Rose Grayston,
Create Streets Foundation

Designing for
transitions: from
now to next
13:50-14:45
Supported by JRF

What conditions need creating
so communities can transition to
be prosperous and thriving places?
What is the hidden wiring that
needs tackling to enable this?
Harvey Goodwin Suite

Cat Drew, Design Council
Angie Wright, B Inspired
Leicester
Andre Reid, Co-Director,
Kiondo
Chair: Cassie Robinson, JRF
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Session

Description

The dignity of
labour
13:50-14:45

How can we generate good work in poor
places? How can we restore a sense of
pride in work? How can companies take
a greater role within their place?

Oren Cass, American
Compass
Sue Ferns, Prospect Union
Miriam Cates MP, Penistone
and Stocksbridge

Assembly Hall

Jon Cruddas MP, Dagenham
& Rainham
Chair: Justin Webb, BBC
Political keynote
Tuesday:
15:00–15:45
Healthy
Communities
Panel Session
Tuesday:
15:50–16:45
Is small
beautiful?
Towards a new
local democracy

Tuesday:
16:50–17:00

Chair: Will Tanner

Assembly Hall
What works in community regeneration?
When and why do local councils succeed
or fail in engaging with local communities?
What are best and worst practices? Can
you trust local communities with their own
direct budgets?
Assembly Hall

Matt Leach, CEO, Local Trust
Sophia Parker, JRF
Jessica Studdert, New Local
Sacha Bedding, The Annexe
Hartlepool
Chair: Danny Kruger MP,
Devizes

Supported by
Local Trust
Wrap up

Rt Hon Sajid Javid MP,
Secretary of State,
Department of Health
and Social Care

A talk to set out the Government’s
approach to levelling up health, how
health policy can draw upon community
institutions, and to consider how healthy
communities can be more productive.

Conclusion to the day and invitation
to Halifax
Assembly Hall

Nicholas Boys Smith &
Will Tanner with Cllr Jane
Scullion, Deputy Leader,
Calderdale Council

Drinks. 17:00–18:00
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The Piece Hall
Friday 27th May, Halifax

The Piece Hall is Yorkshire’s most important secular building
and should be one of England’s most famous places. Opening
in 1779, it is the only survivor of the great eighteenth century
northern cloth halls in which producers, traders and middlemen
bartered over the most historically long-lasting of Britain’s
exports – woolen cloth. Very nearly demolished in the 1970s,
it is hard to overstate the scale of this building or its importance
to all our histories.
Nicholas Boys Smith, Founding Director of Create Streets, reflects on the first
time he entered The Piece Hall:
“I will never forget the first time I saw The Piece Hall. I was lucky enough
to be visiting Halifax as an Historic England Commissioner. I knew it was
something special. I’d read about it. I’d seen the pictures. And yet, emerging
through that dark small door into what must be one of the most gloriously
luminous urban enclosures in Europe still took my breath away. That a building,
created purely for commercial purposes 240 years ago should be so beautiful
tells us something about the commercial culture of our past. That a building
that merits national fame is so little-known tells us much about the cultural
geography of our own present. If any one place symbolises our need to
“level-up” it is surely The Piece Hall.”
Our sessions will be held within The Piece Hall itself, and in Square Chapel Arts
Centre, located just next door.

15
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Welcome to Calderdale

Welcome to Modestly Magnificent Calderdale!
Located in West Yorkshire and nestled in the South Pennines, Calderdale is
renowned for its distinctive natural landscapes, vibrant towns, thriving cultural
and arts scene and diverse and resilient communities. It is a place of contrasts
with a real sense of togetherness. Calderdale has a fabulously rich heritage
and a really exciting future.
Our heritage can be seen in the 100-foot magnificence of the Stoodley Pike
monument in the Upper Calder Valley, the original packhorse trails that
thread between communities and across hills, and of course in the Piece
Hall, which now boasts boutique and unique shops, galleries, cafes, bars
and restaurants.
Our traditions of independence and co-operation are reflected in Hebden
Bridge’s status as the Number 1 UK town for independent shops. And those
traditions run deep: the kindness and can-do attitude of local people are
in Calderdale’s DNA. Communities comes together to help each other –
responding to both flooding and the pandemic with resilience and a drive
to strengthen our towns and villages.
Our investment in Calderdale draws from both our industrial heritage and
our community spirit, and is transforming our towns to make Calderdale
an even better place to live, visit and do business, and help achieve our
Vision2024 to be a distinctive, kind, enterprising, talented and resilient place.
We’re doing this at scale: over £200 million into Halifax over the next decade,
a level of investment that reflects the ambitions that are driving our inclusive
economic recovery from the pandemic.
Community-driven regeneration is at the centre of the transformation
of Brighouse and Todmorden through multi-million Town Deals which are
kickstarting local regeneration projects and driving economic growth, thanks
to enthusiastic and committed partnerships in each town, made up of
public, private and community sector representatives.
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This sense of community is also at the heart of other regeneration activity
across Calderdale, boosting the high streets in Halifax and Elland, investing
in our local heritage to seize new business and community opportunities
in Sowerby Bridge, creating a brand new leisure centre in Halifax for the
whole community, and harnessing the power of our culture, heritage, visitor
economy and high-profile filming such as Gentleman Jack. And while we
always welcome visitors here, we’re also focused on celebrating the richness
of culture and diversity of our local areas, promoting food and culture
festivals and markets where local people can try out new business ideas.
We hope you enjoy your visit to Calderdale and that you’ll return to spend
more time with us here. For more information about Calderdale, including
places to visit, stay eat and drink visit www.visitcalderdale.com/calderdalewelcomes-restitch-the-social-fabric-summit
Councillor Tim Swift
Leader Calderdale Council
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Agenda
People, place and little platoons

Halifax, 26-27 May 2022
*Speakers subject to change

Session

Description
Thursday

Calder Valley
Community tour

Community tour to visit Todmorden (Incredible Edible) and Hebden Bridge
(Hebden Bridge Community Association)

Thursday:
15:00–17:30

Meet at Halifax Train station

Halifax tour

Walking tour of Victorian Halifax (ending at pub). Led by Historic England
and Visit Calderdale.

Thursday:
18:30–19:30

Meet at West Gate, Piece Hall, Halifax

Friday
Tour of Piece Hall
Friday
08:00–08:30
Coffee and
networking

Bring your coffee and visit the UK’s only
surviving Georgian cloth hall

Tours led by Piece Hall
volunteers.

Meet at South Gate, Piece HalL from 8:00
Meet for registration at South Gate, Piece Hall from 08:30 AM

Friday:
08:30–09:00
Kick off to
summit
Friday:
09:00–09:10

Welcome to two of our four themes:
‘community’ and ‘identity’ and to Restitching
Halifax on the Create Communities platform
Red Brick Auditorium, Square Chapel

RESTITCH | The Social Fabric Summit

Welcome by Council Leader
Cllr Tim Swift
Nicholas Boys Smith
Will Tanner
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Session

Description

Political keynote

A talk to set out the policy and aspirations
of the Labour party and to discuss how
to strengthen the fabric of towns and
neighbourhoods up and down the country.

Lisa Nandy MP, Shadow
Secretary of State for
Levelling Up, Housing
and Communities

Red Brick Auditorium, Square Chapel

Chair: Lord O’Shaughnessy

Can remote working revive ‘left behind’
places? What are the opportunities
(and risks) from changing patterns
of labour and new industries?

Ben Page, Ipsos Mori

Friday:
09:10–09:55
How do we
create strong
towns?
Panel Session
Friday:
10:00–10:55
Left behind or
well-placed?

Shelagh O’Neill,
Calderdale Council
Jason Stockwood,
Grimsby Alliance

Red Brick Auditorium, Square Chapel

Pete Gladwell, L&G
Chair: Will Tanner, Onward

Break. Soapbox pitches and facilitated networking
In conversation
with…
Friday:
11:20–12:10

Andy Haldane, CEO, RSA

Institutions and incentives: how can
we build community capitalism in the
21st century?

Helen Thompson, Cambridge
University

Red Brick Auditorium, Square Chapel

Chair: John Godfrey, L&G
and former Director, No.10
Policy Unit

Lunch. Soapbox pitches and facilitated networking. Opportunity to visit Piece Hall
Breakouts
Community
and identity
Friday:
12:50–13:50

Embracing oikophilia: Why home matters.
A discussion of the philosophy of the
late Sir Roger Scruton with a focus on his
message to the political left.
Lister Room, Piece Hall

Lord Glasman, Blue Labour
Sir Robin Wales, former
Mayor of Newham
Paul Embery, Unherd
Chair: Dr Samuel Hughes,
University of Oxford
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Session

Description

Building from
the ground up?

Can you build social fabric from scratch in
a new development? Should new places be
planned from on high or grown from below?

Friday:
12:50–13:50

Red Brick Auditorium, Square Chapel

Charles Marohn,
Strong Towns
Cany Ash, Ash Sakula
Architects
Theresa Ferguson,
Nansledan Community
Association

Supported by
Countryside

Brian Dawe, SAFE
Regeneration
Chair: Andrew Taylor,
Countryside
Our heritage
brings us
together
Friday:
12:50–13:50

‘Saving’ historic buildings and places
can unite communities, but can they
have sustained benefits for identity,
engagement, and action?
Caygill Room, Piece Hall

Supported by
Historic England

Jeremy Hall, Dean Clough
Carol Pyrah, Historic
Coventry Trust
Claudia Kenyatta,
Historic England
Dr Steve Millington, IPM,
Manchester Met University
Chair: Nicky ChanceThompson DL, Piece Hall

Communities
weaving their
own fabric
Friday:
12:50–13:50
Supported by
Engage Britain

What’s happening already and how to
support it? How are communities building
social infrastructure on their own? How can
we create the culture and conditions for
bottom up change?

Imandeep Kaur, Civic Square

Gingerbread Room, Piece Hall

Dr Henry Kippin, MD, North
of Tyne Combined Authority

Sharon McAulay, Star Project
Neil O’Brien MP, Minister for
Levelling Up

Chair: Peter Foster, FT
It’s not about
transport
Friday:
12:50–13:50
Supported
by Vectos

How will we get around town in coming
years? What does accessibility really
mean? Will we still need a Department
for Transport?
The Long Gallery, Piece Hall

Amy Burbidge,
Homes England
Caitie Gillett, Conservative
Environment Network
David Milner, Create Streets
Jason McCartney MP,
Member of Parliament
for Colne Valley
Chair: Mike Axon, Vectos
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Session

Description
Break. Facilitated networking and soapbox pitches

Panel session
Friday:
13:55–14:50
Sustainable
Places: Going
Green from the
bottom up

How can we encourage communities,
households and neighbourhoods to make
the transition to zero carbon? What do
we need to do to create places that are
sustainable to live and work in? How can
net zero help us to level up?
Red Brick Auditorium, Square Chapel

Supported by
LLoyds Banking
Group

Mayor Tracy Brabin
Dr David Halpern,
Behavioural Insights Team
Sarah Allan, Involve
Shanika Amarasekara,
Chief Impact Officer,
British Business Bank
Tom Le Quesne,
Special Advisor,
Responsible Business,
Lloyds Banking Group
Chair: Will Tanner, Onward

Panel session
Friday:
14:55–15:50

What does levelling up look like outside
big cities
Red Brick Auditorium, Square Chapel

Restitching rural
communities…

Crispin Truman, CPRE
Pam Warhurst, Todmorden
Town Board
Jon Knight, Chief Executive,
Together Coalition
Chair: Nicholas Boys Smith,
Create Streets

Wrap up
Friday:
15:55–16:05

Conclusion to the summit and feedback
from restitching Halifax on the Create
Communities platform

Will Tanner & Nicholas
Boys Smith

Drinks in the Piece Hall. 16:00 – 17:00

21
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Church House, Westminster
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The Piece Hall, Halifax
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PLACE
Essays from our speakers and supporters around
the first of the summit’s core themes, fundamental
to restitching social fabric after the pandemic.

25
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Brownfield
regeneration
or greenfield development?
Rob Perrins, Chief Executive, Berkeley Group

Easy question! It’s more sustainable and sensible to revive worn out brownfield
land, rather than expand our neighbourhoods into the countryside.
Just about everyone agrees we should build beautiful homes close to existing
infrastructure, amenities and people, not out on the fringes of town where
everything is a drive away and the social fabric thins or frays.
Moreover, if we leave derelict brownfield sites to decay they start to blight
local communities and contribute to the decline of left behind places. Much
better to bring them back into use and start a positive cycle of renewal.
For these reasons, and plenty more, there is near complete political consensus
behind the social benefits of brownfield regeneration and you won’t find many
election flyers promoting ‘greenfield first’.
So why are most new homes built on greenfield land on the edge of existing
places? And why is this trend hardening, with home building in urban areas
like London falling by half since 2015?
Is it a lack of brownfield land? This can be a problem in very popular and
constrained places. But many towns and cities have identified regeneration
sites where not much is happening, while land prices on the soft green
outskirts are spiralling upwards amid fierce competition.
Is it a lack of demand for urban or town centre homes? No. House prices
in central areas are higher and homes sell quickly, whether new build or
second hand.
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Is land banking to blame? No again. Owning a stalled regeneration site
is a huge waste of capital and almost all major developers shifted investment
further towards greenfield land over the last few years. Most have pulled
out of London all together and around 40% of the capital’s brownfield
land is owned by the public sector.
The real problem is twofold. First, brownfield regeneration is far more
challenging and complex than greenfield development. It takes longer,
costs more and involves lots more expertise. It requires a very patient business
model and close partnership working with local people and partners over
many years. This is completely different to building standardised housing
estates on the edge of town.
The second half of the problem is the time it takes to bring a complex
regeneration site into delivery. A recent study found large projects take an
average of nine years from site acquisition to the first housing completions.
Most developers cannot invest for this long without a return. And in London
additional challenges are the combined levies and planning tariffs applied
to new housing, which means industrial uses (which don’t face these levies)
now command higher land values.
Sadly, there is little sign that our planning system is about to recognise
the differences between greenfield and brownfield land. And until it does
only a handful of very large operators will have the necessary capital
and placemaking expertise to take on regeneration at real scale.
Berkeley Group is one of those few. The vast majority of our homes are
built on brownfield land and we are now taking forward more than 30 of
the country’s most challenging and complex regeneration sites, including
former gasworks, industrial estates and manufacturing sites.
Delivering projects of this nature is high risk and challenging. It requires
strong partnerships with councils and local stakeholders and a passion
for strengthening the communities around our sites. The vital first step is
community engagement and we work very hard to seek out a diverse range
of local people and properly understand their views. We then co-design
completely unique places, which reflect local priorities and character.
We use a bespoke social value tool to inform the design process, which helps
all partners weigh up the long term benefits of different design approaches
or local amenities. We focus very hard on creating welcoming, open and
useful landscapes, and a mix of public amenities that bring a place to life.

27
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Once residents move in we create Community Plans that encourage links
between neighbours and engage residents in the long term stewardship
of their neighbourhood. And we deliver homes for everyone, from social
rent and discount market sale, to private homes and extra care. All built
to the same high standards of design and build quality.
Many developers, large and small, share Berkeley’s passion for creating
welcoming, fun and beautiful places. They want to strengthen our social
fabric and improve people’s quality of life. The challenge is to make it easier
for them to apply their passion and resources to the brownfield sites in
the hearts of our town and cities. This is where we can do the most good.
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It’s time for a community
high street take over
Ailbhe McNabola, Director of Policy
and Communications, Power to Change

Every place has a number of buildings and spaces that bring people together.
At Power to Change we think a lot about this ‘social infrastructure’ and how
the decline in these spaces can affect communities.
Perhaps the most ubiquitous community space is the local high street, which
has been the focal point of our villages, towns and cities for centuries. High
streets are closely linked to our sense identity and local pride. It is therefore
shocking that today these spaces are at tipping point. Recent research revealed
that 16 per cent of shops across the UK are now shuttered up. One in every twenty
vacant units across the country has been shuttered up for more than three years.
At Power to Change, we have seen struggling high streets transformed by
local communities. There is growing evidence that community-led high streets
are a viable alternative, with the interests of the place and the local community
front and centre – stewards of place for the long term. Community-owned
spaces contribute £220m to the UK economy annually, and 56p of every £1
they spend stays in the local economy, compared with just 40p for large private
sector firms. Where there is community ownership on a high street, vacancy
rates are reduced and footfall rises and diversifies.
Despite the clear benefits of community ownership on the high street, community
organisations and local people often face an uphill battle when trying to secure
space in their town centres. Access to capital that can move at the pace of
private investors is lacking.
That’s why Power to Change is calling for a new £350m High Street Buyout Fund
that will help local communities secure property on the high street, moving these
places away from the failing retail-dominated model. There is much to be done
but with community at the heart of the high street, I’m optimistic for its future.
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The Strong Towns
approach to public
investment
Charles Marohn, Founder and President,
Strong Towns

Improving the financial productivity of our neighborhoods will not be done
at scale. There is no series of large projects, no massive, centralized initiative
that will bring this outcome about. Making better use of what we have
already built is a hyper-local undertaking.
Fortunately, the scale of the activity means that it’s the kind of thing any
community can undertake, regardless of size or budget. It begins with the
recognition that the best investments – the ones with the highest financial
rate of return – address a real and urgent need experienced by a human.
At Strong Towns, we’ve developed a simple, four-step process for identifying
this kind of opportunity and making it happen:
1.

Humbly observe where people in the community struggle.

2.

Ask the question: What is the next smallest thing we can
do right now to address that struggle?

3.

Do that thing. Do it right now.

4.

Repeat.

The key to the first step is humility. When cities do surveys, focus groups,
or public hearings, they are engaging in a format comforting to the decisionmakers, not those they are seeking input from. If we want to identify the best
investments, we need to get out of our comfort zone.
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The second step requires self-discipline. Instead of trying to fix everything
once and for all, we take our humble observation and just try to make that
struggle a little bit better.
This is why, in the third step, we don’t form a committee or a consultant.
Instead, we make things better with what we have right now.
We’re comfortable with this action, not because it totally eradicates
struggles from our neighborhoods, but because we’re also committing
to the fourth step, which is to repeat the process over and over. This is
the process of co-creating, the way neighborhoods are made by everyone,
for everyone.
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Who should come first:
humans or cars?
Mike Axon, Founding Director, Vectos

Transport assessments have been firmly rooted around a traffic-focused
‘predict and provide’ approach. A prediction was made about how many
people would like to drive, an ‘acceptable level of convenience’ was set
for commuters at peak hours, and the road network was designed to
accommodate that.
This approach often leads to a conclusion that development cannot be
accommodated or it will require highway works. The consequences are the
antithesis of what we must achieve to address climate, health and housing issues.
Instead, the transport assessment process should prioritise a reduction
in carbon, promote healthy living and be led by masterplanning. This
approach – Vision and Validate – decides what we want to see and
design accordingly so that accessibility, not traffic, matters most.
Surface transport is the single biggest emitter of carbon in the UK today,
but much of these emissions can be combatted through communities simply
embracing an accessibility vision.
Key considerations for new settlements are size and location. Creating
a critical mass of homes and on-site services allows for ‘internalisation’.
It’s important to recognise that transport isn’t a subject in its own right
within new settlements, but is instead a critical subset of masterplanning.
‘Vision and Validate’ offers great potential for housing development
by rebalancing investment in the infrastructure required to make housing
happen, away from highways towards social, green and sustainable
infrastructure supporting well designed places for the future.
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We must have confidence that planning policies, climate aspirations
and health objectives are sound. Building road capacity ‘just in case’
for non-strategic reasons is weak and will imperil the delivery of critical
climate targets.
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WORK
Essays from our speakers and supporters
around the second of the summit’s core themes,
fundamental to restitching social fabric after
the pandemic.
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Landmarks of our lives
Charles Campion, Partner, JTP Architects

For over 25 years ago, JTP has pioneered collaborative planning
and placemaking, working with communities across the country (and
internationally) to create new places and breathe life into old ones. Something
we notice as we facilitate community co-design workshops is how red hearts
regularly appear on the drawings to indicate a neighbourhood or town
centre, in short a “high street”. The need and desire for a focal community
hub with a mix of functions that bring people together to interact, exchange
and celebrate is, in our experience, expressed universally by communities
and across the generations – high streets are landmarks of our lives.
Mary Clear, co-founder of Incredible Edible Todmorden, once said to me that,
“Business is the lifeblood of the local community!” and it is in the high street
that the strength or weakness of this critical relationship is most visible.
Originally high streets were places with a mix of uses, the fabled “butcher,
baker and candle stick maker”. High streets evolved to become retail-led and,
over time, many places became less locally distinctive as independent shops
were forced out by the dominance of national chains to become “clone towns”.
The consequence was that local supply chains were interrupted, money spent
leached from the town, and much high street employment became low wage
and part time.
Most recently the advent of online shopping has transformed our lives and
shopping habits, with devastating impact in many high streets. It is striking
to think that many young people have never experienced the benefits and
joys of having access to a vibrant local centre in their community.
It is generally accepted that high streets must move from a retail-led concept
to one that is experience-led, with a rich mix of uses to attract people in –
replicating the original high street format and going “back to the future!”
Bill Grimsey suggests that to facilitate this, residents, businesses, property
owners and councils should collaborate to create a distinctive vision and
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brand for their place, with local heritage as a key ingredient, and expert
local leadership to drive and sustain it.
In changing to the new experience based high street or “community hub”,
the role of a rich and diverse local business community is key. How this
transition will be fostered through a range of measures including physical
change, innovative lettings policy, business rates reform, curation of spaces
and buildings, etc will be the subject of our session, to be chaired by Prof
Cathy Parker from The High Street Task Force. On behalf of JTP, I thank
Cathy and speakers, Rob Tincknell, Aria Babu and Eric Holding, and look
forward to an enlightening debate.
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Making a difference
through inclusive
capitalism
Jon Godfrey, Director of Levelling Up,
Legal & General

Legal & General stewards over £1.4 trillion of society’s money and has invested
over £30 billion in UK towns and cities outside London in the last decade.
Those are big numbers that might initially appear to sit uncomfortably with
an event focussed on communities and social fabric. But it is important to
recognise that our nation’s pensions and savings can play a very significant
role – for better or for worse – in our social fabric. We believe that our social
purpose is to invest in a manner that benefits society and the planet, but we
cannot identify the need for investment in a place if we don’t understand it
and its communities. With all of our investments, one of our basic tenets is
that local visions work best. And there is no single template for a “successful
place” that can be imposed by developers or central government.
We anticipated “Levelling Up” for very simple reasons. Economically, we want
to UK to succeed – that enables us as one of the largest investors in the UK
to succeed too – but for the UK as a whole to succeed, we need to drive social
and economic progress in those areas which have been left behind. The UK
has fantastic universities and science – we punch well above our weight
globally – but we also have a chronic shortage of the right types of housing,
in the right places, and often our infrastructure holds back our productivity.
Our programme began long before “levelling up” was a catchphrase, but it has
been hugely successful. We expect to invest a similar amount again over the
coming years: already we have a busy pipeline that includes 7,000 social homes.
Our investments have included new commercial properties, including
science infrastructure and housing of all forms of tenure, from build to sell
through build to rent, social housing and later life living. Geographically,
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we have invested in cities including Newcastle, Sunderland, Leeds, Sheffield,
Manchester, Birmingham, Oxford, Bristol and Cardiff as well as Edinburgh
and Glasgow. We believe we can create greater social impact by working
in partnership with local communities, government, and universities – an
approach which has delivered across the country, from the Helix in Newcastle,
ID Manchester, and a £4bn programme of investments in Oxford alone
which includes faculty buildings, key worker housing, and science parks to
support that city’s knowledge industry. The English Cities Fund, a joint venture
with Homes England and Muse, has contributed massively to regeneration
in Salford as well as other towns and cities, and is expanding further,
including in St Helen’s.
But this is not just about economics, or even building. There are many
intangibles involved in successful levelling-up: skills matter enormously,
and health and wellbeing are particularly important to the creation of great
communities. That is why we are delighted to be partnering with Sir Michael
Marmot to identify ways to build more equal health outcomes into our
housing and regeneration investments. Create Streets, Onward, and Restitch
have a big part to play in ensuring the human element is not forgotten
as we regenerate and level-up. The shared aim is create towns and cities
which are a pleasure to work, live, and play in, which “lean-in” to great jobs
and also to better health and better climate outcomes. We expect to see
many brilliant ideas emerge from this conference, look forward to playing
our role in their implementation.
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Helping Britain prosper
Tom Le Quesne, Special Adviser,
Responsible Business, Lloyd’s Banking Group

We have a clear mission statement at Lloyds Banking Group: helping
Britain prosper.
Our aim is to do all we can to help the country – and its communities –
fulfil their potential and achieve their ambitions.
That’s why we were delighted to become one of the headline partners
of Restitch: The Social Fabric Summit.
Lloyds has been in our communities for more than 200 years and we believe
that, working in partnership with local and central government, as well as the
people who live in them, we can play our part in supporting a revival in the
regions and nations of the UK.
For instance, we’re championing what’s known as place-based impact investing.
It means lenders working with public sector partners to help regeneration and
sustainable growth through meaningful, long-term relationships.
The UK’s high street banks are natural partners for this agenda, providing
investment in things like affordable housing, community regeneration,
infrastructure and community-based clean energy schemes.
Lloyds Banking Group has worked on three pathfinder projects in Birmingham,
Leeds and Liverpool, to explore how this can work in practice. As well as the
creation of quality jobs and strong communities, the transition to net zero
will be central to the development of thriving regions across the country –
creating skilled local jobs and clean, healthy communities.
In Liverpool, for example, we are working closely with the city council
on a replicable approach to retrofit privately-owned housing stock at
neighbourhood level. This will also boost regeneration and support
local businesses.
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Making net zero something which is achievable and affordable is a major
focus for Lloyds Banking Group. We finance around one in five mortgages
in the UK and have committed to providing £10bn in green mortgages by
2024. We want to help customers invest in more sustainable homes.
One solution could be to reduce Stamp Duty on properties where energy
efficiency improvements have been made, incentivising buyers to choose
greener properties and encouraging homeowners to make the necessary
changes, saving on heating costs in the process.
Similarly, currently, an electric car is something which is desirable, but
unaffordable for many motorists. The introduction of a temporary,
government-backed guarantee scheme for used electric vehicles, making
them more attainable for more people, could help. For the first time, families
on lower incomes could be better off going green. A second-hand electric
Vauxhall Corsa would be cheaper than the petrol equivalent.
Greater adoption of electric cars can also kick-start the roll-out of new
infrastructure. This will be a huge opportunity for investment, as well
as boosting high-skilled jobs in the regions.
So taken together, sustainable communities make sense; for the country,
for the environment and most importantly, for those who live in them. We
look forward to playing our part in supporting them in the years to come.
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COMMUNITY
Essays from our speakers and supporters around
the third of the summit’s core themes, fundamental
to restitching social fabric after the pandemic.
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Building from
the ground up
Andew Taylor, Group Planning Director,
Countryside

Building new communities that people love and in which they can thrive,
is undoubtedly a complex task. Developers, Local Councils and communities
need to work together to ensure that new developments deliver for
communities. Joint working, shared vision and goals and mutual trust
are essential to ensuring that places people love are delivered.
It is important to ensure that the first residents to move into a development
can feel at home, and that can only be achieved by having good infrastructure
and community facilities and services in place from the beginning. When
planning for these, developers need to go beyond functionality and improve
the quality of life for residents.
While all of these different factors are key to building successful, communitydriven developments, if the right approach to planning isn’t taken from the
start, they amount to nothing. That’s why consulting and engaging with local
communities during the early planning stages is vital.
With community-based participation at its centre, an effective placemaking
process can capitalise on a local community’s assets, inspiration, and
potential. This results in the creation of quality public spaces that contribute
to people’s health, happiness, and well-being. When people of all ages,
abilities, and socio-economic backgrounds can not only access and enjoy
a place, but also play a key role in its identity, creation, and maintenance,
that is when we see genuine placemaking in action.
To be able to turn a vision of a successful new community into a reality requires
constructive partnership working. By placing people and communities at the
heart of decision-making processes, we can build sustainable communities
that last and flourish.
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What will be
different this time?
Ben Page, Global CEO and a former
CABE Commissioner, Ipsos

For decades, British government has worried about “community”, and
local people’s ability to influence decisions. Communities themselves have
consistently said they want more ability to influence them. The evidence
on impact is decidedly mixed. The Labour governments of 2001-10 spent
billions on community regeneration projects, and people’s self-perceived
ability to influence decisions barely changed. Under successive Conservative
governments we have seen the Big Society, and now of course Levelling Up.
Ratings of local councils remain more positive than those of Whitehall, but
have fallen from 72% to 64% satisfied in the last decade, and the % who feel
they act on local concerns has fallen from 62% to 57%. We know that places
that have better visual amenity – all the things my friends at Create Streets
champion – enjoy higher quality of life, even after allowing for incomes.
In a study looking at ratings of quality of life in London, Ipsos UK found that
this overcame lower incomes – eg. people on low incomes in better paved,
more attractive areas were happier than people on the same incomes in less
attractive areas. So far, so well known. The public supports new housing by
46% to 27% against, even as it also wants development slowed down to allow
local people to have more influence. But the challenge is that giving people
a sense of real influence at scale has proved virtually impossible – for activists
we can, but for a whole community it has proven far more challenging. The big
question for the Social Fabric conference is “What will be different this time”?
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How our heritage
can bring us together
Claudia Kenyatta, Director of Regions,
Historic England

Heritage is everywhere. It is in the buildings, structures and local places that
surround us. It is in the ground beneath our feet and in the wide-open spaces
of our countryside.
Heritage gives us pride, a sense of connection, and confidence in the places
where we live and work. It brings communities together, supports our
wellbeing and provides the foundation for a thriving future.
Historic England champion and protect our special places because we
recognise the power of heritage to improve people’s lives. Research by Public
First found that 93% of residents say that local heritage raises their quality
of life and 80% think local heritage makes their area a better place to live.
We know that successful place-shaping needs to be rooted in the needs
and voices of the people and communities that use and value those places.
Creative and cultural programmes can help people and communities to engage
with the heritage that surrounds them, drawing out local stories and histories
and sparking conversations about what makes places distinctive and special.
Historic England’s High Street Heritage Action Zones integrate community
engagement and cultural activities alongside capital works to ensure the
connection between people and place is at the heart of our work. We are
working in over 60 locations across England with communities successfully
leading schemes in Ryde, Hastings, Coventry and Tyldesley.
This partnership approach is enabling communities to support regeneration,
boost local housing and stimulate economic growth – further connecting
people with their places.
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Trusting local
people to restitch
community fabric
Matt Leach, Chief Executive, Local Trust

For the last decade, Local Trust has been supporting delivery of Big Local,
a fifteen year funding programme aimed at rebuilding the social fabric of
150 ‘left behind’ communities around England.
A key part of our learning from a decade of direct engagement with
communities is the extent to which neighbourhoods that are both deprived
and have also lost significant parts of their social infrastructure face a range
of negative social outcomes that are significantly worse than other areas
that otherwise score similarly on the Index of Multiple Deprivation.
These communities – most often located in peripheral estates on the edge of
post-industrial towns in the North and West Midlands (but not just there – you
can also find neighbourhoods facing similar challenges in Essex and Kent) – sit at
the heart of the challenges ReStitch is seeking to tackle. Communities that didn’t
just lose the jobs when traditional employers moved on, but also lost places to
meet, and saw the disappearance of local, community-led civic institutions.
The Levelling Up White Paper highlights the extent to which rebuilding the
social capital of these communities is vital if we want to enable self-reliance,
sustain social stability and create a sense of shared civic identity. Doing so
is an absolute necessity if we want to start to reconstruct local economies –
a point another ReStitch Summit speaker Andy Haldane has also made
very strongly as he has sought to define the community-focused capitalism
that needs to underpin a levelling-up mission that may define politics
across parties over the next decade.
But addressing this is not a short term challenge. Local Trust’s experience
is that rebuilding the social infrastructure of communities where it has
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been allowed to degrade requires both a long-term, patient commitment
of funds, but also support over that period to help communities build skills
and confidence and re-establish the organisations, groups and institutions
necessary to underpin local civic life. It is work that needs to be taken forward
at a hyper-local level, prioritising community leadership, supported by longterm, patient funding.
The economic case for supporting that work is already in place. Increasingly,
academic evaluations and on-the-ground examples from the first ten years
of Big Local show what can be achieved when local people are trusted to
rebuild the social fabric of their own communities. And, with a forthcoming
consultation due from government on plans for the next wave of dormant
assets, the opportunity exists now to draw on that evidence and learning
to achieve even more on a scale that matches the levelling-up challenge
that we face.
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IDENTITY
Essays from our speakers and supporters
around the fourth of the summit’s core themes,
fundamental to restitching social fabric after
the pandemic.
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Communities
weaving their
own social fabric
Francis Elliott, Director of Advocacy,
Engage Britain

What do you do when covid strips from your neighbours of the very few
strands of human connection they maintained? You set up a telephone
befriending service. What do you do when those that live around you
can’t afford a broadband connection? You negotiate a special value tariff
on behalf of your whole housing estate with the provider.
The tough times we are living are being met and matched with ingenuity,
with humanity and sheer bloody-mindedness by people determined to
preserve and increase that network of connection that makes life worth living.
Engage Britain is working alongside some of these people to celebrate
their work and to explore what national politics might learn from them.
All political parties claim they support the local networks and agency that
sustain and give meaning to belonging even if the right and left use different
terms for the same thing.
For policy-makers there is widespread agreement that quantity and quality
of relationships we have with those that live around us are not only good in
themselves but vital in tackling some of the most deep-seated of society’s ills.
And yet national politics either shows no interest in improving those
relationships or starts but then abandons efforts under fire from opponents.
Tony Blair’s Big Conversation was dismissed as a gimmick, David Cameron’s
Big Society as austerity palliate. Boris Johnson’s Levelling-Up agenda is
vulnerable to similar criticisms.
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Little wonder that people working hard to foster their local community have
grown wary of those from the government who say they are ‘here to help’.
Better by far to say, ‘we’re here to listen’.
The Engage Britain session is about listening to what people are doing on
the ground already learning from them and thinking about how wider society
can lend a hand.
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Beyond the culture wars
Alex Smith, Founder and Chief Executive,
The Cares Family

My observations about the power of people coming together started early:
I grew up in diverse, fast-paced, internationalist and deeply unequal Camden,
which Akala has called ‘a petri dish for examining race, class and culture in
Britain’; while summer holidays were spent with family in slower rural northeast
Lincolnshire – a place of rooted community where the only thing that seemed
to change was the addition of a new headstone in the local churchyard from
time to time.
It was those experiences, as well as the lessons that my grandparents
taught me about respecting people because of their different vantage
points and not despite them, that led me to create The Cares Family –
a group of communities of millennials and baby boomers building connection
in a disconnected age. In the decade since I founded the organisation,
26,000 older and younger people with different backgrounds, life experiences
and attitudes have shared beautiful, meaningful bonds through group
activities and one-to-one friendships across the ages. Most have felt happier,
a deeper sense of belonging, and ‘part of something bigger’ as a result.
Those communities are a closer reflection of the Britain we can build together
than the vision put forward by those who stoke so-called culture wars.
Indeed, evidence shows that those battles are being waged by a tiny minority,
predominantly on the internet. And yet the fact that these skirmishes can so
deeply affect our public discourse does illustrate a dual cultural challenge:
that while 72% of UK adults think that knowing their neighbours is important,
73% do not know their neighbours themselves; and that these separations are
being widened by small numbers with loud voices intent on owning the public
square for their own political purposes.
The answer, of course, is for civil society to reclaim that public square.
We need more local connecting institutions to bring people together to build
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listening, trusting, mutual relationships across difference. We need businesses
to open their premises for that type of connection. And we need moderates
who believe in the power of human empathy and togetherness to continually
make the case that investing in that sense of shared belonging will ultimately
heal a fragmented nation. In other words, as others have said better than
I can: ‘our job is to seek not to win the culture wars, but to end them’ – by
proactively bringing people together to share time, space, experience and,
ultimately, solidarity.
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Designing for
transitions: from
now to next
Cassie Robinson, Emerging Futures,
Joseph Rowntree Foundation

From levelling up, to community renewal; from the green revolution
to community ownership – related policy commitments are couched in
a desire for people to feel real pride in the place that they live, and enjoy
a sense of connection and community. Funds are being made available by
the government to support areas wishing to experiment in new approaches
to community renewal and community ownership, in order to instil a lost sense
of pride in who we are, where we live and what we can accomplish together.
Taken together, these commitments are full of potential. However, the scale
of the challenge cannot be underestimated. Inequality is rising, insecurity
is intensifying, and polarisation is an abiding feature of our democracy.
We are now facing a double-edged crisis of social and economic inequality,
and climate. There is broad consensus that these crises will not be solved by
tinkering with existing systems. A deeper transformation is required, which is
much more than simply alleviating the worst effects of the challenges as they
show up in local communities up and down the country. This is work that goes
well beyond fixing the current systems or simply redesigning services. It’s work
that is informed by a longer-term perspective, taking the future into account.
On the Designing for Transitions panel we will hear from people who are doing
work in place – rooted in discovery and learning they are directing creative
effort towards growing a viable system for the future rather than simply
making the best of the one we have.
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RESTITCHERS
We want to use Restitch to showcase the best
civic and community organisations in the UK.
That’s why we have invited community groups,
charities, social enterprises and civic institutions
to attend as Restitchers. Please read about some
of their stories below and visit the Restitchers
section of our website where you can watch their
videos. Many of these groups will be in London
and Halifax – look out for them and please
do speak to them!
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Arches Local
We’re Arches Local, a community-led organisation based in
Chatham, Kent. We’re 1 of 150 ‘Big Local’ areas across England
who were given long term lottery funding over ten to fifteen
years to make a meaningful and lasting positive difference
to their communities.
It’s about bringing together all the local talent, ambitions, skills and energy
from individuals, groups and organisations who want to make their area an
even better place to live. The Big Local programme is administered by Local
Trust, an organisation with over £200m from the Big Lottery Fund to support
each area.
Our partnership, a collection of local people and stakeholders, set
the goals and direction for Arches Local via annual plans. In recent years,
we’ve had an increased focus on the environment with our urban tree
planting, the importance of place with our neighbourhood plan and
development order, and holiday hunger with our ever-growing Fit & Fed
programme. In addition to the big headlines, we run and organise a suite
of weekly activities too e.g., community art, patchwork, ukulele, singing,
SERVES tennis, digital hangouts, etc.
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Calder Valley
Community Land Trust
Calder Valley Community Land Trust works with
the people of the Calder valley to hold community
buildings and to create sustainable and affordable
homes to support vibrant communities.
We are a member-led community benefit society with charitable status
and a registered provider of social housing.
At the end of 2021 we had:
•
•
•

553 people receiving our monthly newsletter
255 members
11 volunteer trustees

An asset transfer of land from the council in Walsden created a foundation
for us to create 6 independent living homes for older people. People in our
community purchased £96,000 of community shares to help us deliver the
£900,000 development.
The climate emergency is high on our agenda We are bringing empty
properties back into use and retrofitting them to reduce their impact
on the planet and minimise energy bills for tenants.
We are custodian of the grade II listed Fielden Hall, which is a thriving venue
used by many community groups. A community share issue attracted
£270,000 of buy-in from people to enable us to secure 2 homes for affordable
renting on the Fielden Hall site.
We plan to bring the grade II listed signal box in Hebden Bridge back into
use as a visitor attraction and quirky accommodation.
We are part of the fast-growing community-led housing network, where
local people play a leading role in solving local housing problems, creating
genuinely affordable homes and stronger communities in ways that are
difficult through current mainstream housing.
www.caldervalleyclt.org.uk
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East Marsh United
Who are East Marsh United? We’re a community group from
the East Marsh of Grimsby, dedicated to transforming where
we live.
This is our neighbourhood – we’re deciding how it develops and grows. We’re
seeking out practical solutions to the problems we face, doing everything we
can to keep our residents happy, our houses safe and our streets clean.
What we do
•

We celebrate home-grown talent, encouraging expression through our
arts programme and community magazine – Proud East Marshian.

•

We create new opportunities, work with organisers, engage
with volunteers and fundraise for projects like our the East Marsh
village Hall. We are opening the door to community education
through our partnership with the WEA and our podcast series,
the East Marshian Chronicles.

•

We are cleaning up our homes and streets, taking a proactive approach
to improving the houses and greening with a long term vision of tree
planting and redesigning our streets to be more healthy and welcoming.

•

We make homes work for our community, challenging landlords,
refurbishing houses and welcoming new tenants. We own three houses
and are raising half a million pounds to buy and renovate a further ten.
We operate as ethical community landlords offering safe homes at
affordable rents.

•

We give local people a voice through initiating change, championing
democracy and taking back control of our environment. We advocate
grassroots democracy and encourage everyone to, contribute and
be heard as we work together for a better future for our East Marsh
community.

www.eastmarshunited.org
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Grapevine Coventry
and Warwickshire
Grapevine Coventry and Warwickshire strengthens people,
spark community action and shift systemic power.
Our approach builds on 25 years of curiosity, experimentation and observing
asset-based and social action practises globally.
We want to end isolation. We want the most unseen, and lonely people to
no longer be marginalised or ostracised and instead have strong relationships
and the chance to fulfil their potential, like anyone else. To achieve this we’ve
created Connecting For Good bringing isolated and marginalised people
together to lead new initiatives across a community ecosystem in a way
that is ‘bottom up’ and sustainable.
We draw on community organising methods – uncovering and building
leadership and social movements. A project says ‘how can we provide help to
people who need it?’, whereas at CFG everyone helps. Here people act based
on shared values and concerns, relationships develop through acting together,
solutions ‘bubble up’ as capacity grows.
“I’m finally in contact with people who want to work together to build a better
community. Collaboration Station makes you see the power of people and of
coming together to make changes” – Sophie, Local Resident
CfG is powered by 300 people: from learning-disabled men; to women
with autism; to people with chronic health conditions; to suicide survivors,
to ordinary people who care. It has been described as:
•

An anti-isolation community and umbrella for almost
30 community-led movements

•

A nourishing and empowering network

•

A citywide movement for good spanning people, regular leaders,
unusual leaders, communities, business, public sector, voluntary sector
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Holmfirth Tech
Holme Valley Vision is a loose network comprising 60 individuals
and groups who care about their place.
It gathers and distributes information to nearly 1,000 emails, responds to
consultations and provides a forum for collaboration. It initiates projects,
gave birth to River Holme Connections, the Conservation Group and
Holmfirth Forward and helps other groups get going, including Holmfirth Tech.
Holmfirth Tech is a community benefit society which runs The Tech: the place
to go for arts, education, enterprise and wellbeing. The building re-opened
in 2018 after being mothballed for years and was finding its feet when the
Pandemic caused closure. During the lockdown, it co-ordinated community
support and ran the Emergency Hardship Fund. It also organised events
such Caring4Carers and Random Acts of Kindness.
Activities have resumed and new ones are starting. The Tech’s purpose is
to provide space for people to join together in meaningful activities and have
fun. Activities are wide-ranging and include the Carer’s Café, the Gaming
Group, Weight Loss and the day-time disco. There are craft and art classes,
music groups and space for local organisations to meet. The first floor
contains a coworking room and two for commercial rental. One is shortly
to be taken by a new enterprise providing support to new parents.
We have good links with GPs and are working together to address postPandemic issues, particularly mental health and loneliness. Provision
for young people needs improving and the Hardship fund will re-open
to provide grants to people facing financial emergencies.
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Hull Women’s Network
Hull Women’s Network (HWN) was established in 2004 to help
address domestic violence across the city. Women are assaulted
on average 35 times before seeking help.
Reports covering COVID-19 and lockdowns shown that all types of violence
against women and girls, particularly domestic violence, has intensified. HWN
offers specialist domestic abuse support, nursery provision, and access to
safe, affordable housing across Hull.
There is a chronic shortage of housing in the UK, affecting thousands of
people in different ways, including those fleeing domestic violence. Property
ownership, with investment support from organisations including Big Society
Capital, lets HWN offer safe homes for vulnerable women and children,
making it possible for them to stabilise and rebuild their lives. Nationally
women will leave and return to an abusive relationship seven times before
making a permanent break. The accommodation and support HWN give,
enables them to make a permanent break on the first attempt to leave.
HWN is not just ‘restitching’ the fabrics of society but stitching together how
it should have always been. Through empowering and enabling women to be
safe and support their family, promoting healthy living, building confidence
and self-esteem, promoting the advancement of education and providing
facilities in the interests of social welfare for recreation and leisure time
with the object of improving conditions of life for local women.
It is with organisations like the Hull Women’s Network that we can create more
connected and rooted societies that are safe and valued by all those who live
within them.
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Incredible Edible
Come on a tour to Todmorden and see the Incredible Edible
journey of how unloved spaces have been reborn and
empowered a community. Incredible Edible encourages people
to take what they need from the small vegetable gardens
that have been created in these spaces and to share small
acts of kindness with others.
We are practising radical community work, seeing is believing. Through this,
we have kept the place we call home in good shape, the pandemic provided
opportunity to be even more creative. We do what we do with joy, without
recourse to grants or any paid staff.
People visit our small town from all over the world to get a glimpse of the
possible, a smidgin of hope in a messed-up world. Kindness is our currency
we believe in the power of small actions. The planet is in trouble, so our mantra
is ‘crack on it’s not a dress rehearsal’, it’s better to ask for forgiveness than
permission (sometimes).
www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk
www.facebook.com/incredibleedibletodmorden
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Manningham
Housing Association
Formed in 1986, Manningham Housing Association has
delivered homes and services to communities in Bradford
and Keighley for 35 years.
With an annual turnover of £8.2 million and a staff of 42, we manage over
1,400 homes for more than 6,000 residents. Around 80% of MHA residents are
of South Asian origin but the association proudly serves everyone in need.
We hold the highest achievable ratings from the Regulator of Social Housing.
Alongside the Customer Service Excellence quality mark, MHA is the first
housing association in the country to be accredited for our work in promoting
equality, diversity and inclusion.
We have an inclusive environment where customers and colleagues work
closely together. Our Customer Panel has been instrumental in decisionmaking and all services and operational policies are reviewed by them prior
to Board approval.
MHA recognises that our role in serving local neighbourhoods is more than
a landlord but also a place-shaper.
Our Community Investment Strategy has enabled us to secure more than
£200,000 of external funding in recent months and develop partnerships
with 18 voluntary organisations.
Projects we have supported include Fighting Fit, a health and wellbeing
project, Let’s Get On, to allow people to enjoy arts and crafts, learn IT and
improve communication skills, and BAME Ladies Smashing Boundaries
to encourage female participation in sports.
MHA is very clear about our social purpose and we often speak out on issues
that impact on our tenants and the wider communities, giving a voice to those
who should be heard.
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Rotarians
Together, we see a world where people unite and take action
to create lasting change — across the globe, in our communities,
and in ourselves.
Having participated in Rotary for a number of years, it come into its own
throughout the pandemic and the foot has only pressed harder on the
pedal on the move out of it. Whilst there is a myth that Rotary is for male
professionals of a certain age who all sit round for a weekly meal, it really
isn’t all that.
We are a groups of people loosely based on geographical locations,
who want to do good for their communities, centred around 7 key themes:
•

Promote peace

•

Fight disease

•

Provide clean water, sanitation, and hygiene

•

Save mothers and children

•

Support education

•

Grow local economies

•

Protect the environment

We see differently: Our multidisciplinary perspective helps us see challenges
in unique ways.
We think differently: We apply leadership and expertise to social issues —
and find unique solutions.
We act responsibly: Our passion and perseverance create lasting change.
We make a difference at home and around the world: Our members can
be found in your community and across the globe.
The attached video gives a taster of the projects and activities Rotarians
have been involved in across Calderdale and the wider Yorkshire area.
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Seagulls Paint
The world’s most eco-friendly paint store!
We believe in protecting the environment and enriching lives. We created
Seagulls to be a place for practical solutions that help the environment
and people.
The collection of unwanted paint enables opportunities for training and
employment and a cost-effective way for people to decorate their home.
We have been collecting unwanted household paint from the waste
sites in Leeds since 2005 and we have reprocessed over 3 million tonnes
of paint. 49 million trees would need to have been planted to offset the
carbon generated from this amount of paint! Our paint reprocessing
model has gained national recognition and we are helping to inform
change at Government level. Our paint is sold cheaply from our paint
store and many people have benefitted from our low-cost paint.
Social justice is at the core of our enterprise, as well as doing our bit
to protect the local environment we have a well established volunteer
programme: We Grow People. We work with a diverse group of people,
ranging from people leaving prison, people living with poor mental health
and young adults with learning disabilities. Our staff team is made up
of people who have volunteered at Seagulls and as such is a diverse
and fun team to be part of.
Alongside a well-stocked paint store, we deliver a wide variety of creative
and practical workshops to help people learn new skills and make their house
a home.
Planet. People. Paint.
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Shared Assets
Shared Assets CIC is a social enterprise that supports
practical projects that build new relationships between
people and the land, supporting the management of
land for the common good.
We work with communities, landowners, researchers and activists to create
a world where our relationship to the land is based on stewardship, evidence
and justice through consultancy, research, and movement building work.
Our consultancy work supports the practical creation of new business
and governance models for land that create shared social, environmental
and economic benefits. We do research to learn with and about the
land, and those who have a relationship with it, helping to build an
evidence base of how we can work with the land for the common good.
Through movement building we collaborate with, coordinate and support
activists and organisations working for justice in the land system.
As well as undertaking our own projects and programmes we also act
as infrastructure for the ecosystem of common good land stewards, land
justice activists and landowners who share our vision. Through this work
we support the development of emergent organisations through the
provision of communications, administrative, and coaching services.
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St John
Ambulance Cymru
St John Ambulance Cymru are a charity that provide
ambulance and hospital transportation, as well as first aid
training; alleviating the strain on the Welsh Ambulance Service.
COVID-19 and lockdowns only deepened this need for support
of vital services.
The charity works closely with the Welsh Ambulance Service NHS Trust and
health boards to maintain and increase capacity and resilience for NHS Wales
adapting to new ways of working for local communities. Including providing
over 2,000 hours of medical support to patients at Wales’ field hospitals
and providing over 30,000 people direct support with healthcare services
in 2020 alone.
When all training centres needed to close, and all external training was
required to stop without notice, they urgently adapted to ensure volunteers
and staff were able to continue lifesaving work. With supportive people
and organisations making donations and social impact investment from
companies such as, Big Society Capital, St John Ambulance Cymru were able
to develop, and are continuing to roll out, digital and online training solutions.
It doesn’t stop there – they don’t only care for communities but look to inspire
children and young people from the age of five. Through youth programmes
providing them with the support and skills they need to grow in all aspects of
their lives. They have been working to restitch people and place since before
the pandemic and in the darkest of times, became more dedicated and
courageous to support local communities across Wales and beyond.
www.sjacymru.org.uk
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The Living Village Trust
Inspired by the eco-village movement and Permaculture,
the Trust was set up in 1993 as a charitable organisation to
encourage and help people to live in a more environmentally
friendly and sustainable way.
After several years of trying to make a difference, we accepted that we
had to design and build some examples of what we were talking about
to serve as working examples.
In those days we prioritised the environmental impact of the buildings
as being the focus of what we did and built some places as good examples
of eco-development.
Having done this we realised that it wasn’t about the buildings at all.
Reducing carbon footprints is all about good community, sharing and
being neighbourly. Making good places to live is also all about encouraging
community, providing safe and attractive shared spaces that improve
well-being. We discovered that it is the spaces between the buildings
that are more important than the buildings themselves.
With this in mind the, Trust has designed and built a number of developments
that we hope can serve as good examples. For us good places to live need
to be attractive, sustainable and viable to be able to make a difference.
The big opportunity lies in the regeneration of existing places to change
the dominance of vehicles and bring the shared spaces between homes
back to life.
www.thelivingvillagetrust.com
www.village-makers.com
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Urban Hax
Set up 2014, Urban Hax is a community interest company
building an ecosystem of “makers, tinkerers, innovators
and creatives who come together to share their knowledge,
skills and crafts with other members of the community”.
Urban Hax provides spaces, resources, training and other opportunities
for people across Walsall and beyond to make, create, share and sell,
drawing on the Black Country’s tradition as a place of makers. In the context
of declining educational, employment and other mainstream opportunities
in Walsall, we’re finding new ways to inspire and uncover entrepreneurialism.
Combining traditional craft (metalwork, woodwork, guitar-making, upcycling)
with digital craft (fashion design, computer design, photography, 3D printing)
and supporting collaboration across disciplines, Urban Hax provides a range
of support to turn great ideas into reality.
Providing educational and meeting spaces for teaching practical and
creative skills links users with other makers and creators outside of Walsall
thus creating new business opportunities. Partnership working and the
benefits of sharing experiences, knowledge and resources are fundamental
to our approach. As the founders we believe skills not being passed on as
“a fundamental failing of society” and see this as an important driver of the
economic and social decline Walsall has experienced in recent decades.
As we support local people to build and value their own skills, we also
encourage and enable community members to pass those skills on to others.
We aim to build up an ecosystem of makerspaces around the Black Country
which can incubate local start-ups, feeding into a hub in Walsall town centre,
and connected to a wider ecosystem of maker spaces and other similar
projects across the West Midlands and beyond.
The emergence from Covid will only add to the appeal of Urban Hax.
As more people make the move from permanent city-centre work or from
their back bedroom, the communal but local resource of this creative
space will continue to grow.
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Wagestream
Wagestream work on a simple mission. One that our
communities need, now more than ever, following the pandemic
and with the cost-of-living crisis. They want every working
person globally to have complete financial freedom by giving
them power over their pay.
They define power over pay as the ability to instantly access, track, save and
manage earned wages and seek to transform people’s lives – including the
organisations they work for. This includes helping employers roll out a financial
wellbeing app for staff that reduces reliance on predatory forms of credit and
builds up their savings and financial resilience.
There is more, Wagestream also works with experts to give tips on managing
money and offers employees the chance to build up a savings pot. All with
a social charter at the heart of what they do – everything and every product
created is designed to improve the financial wellbeing of people in work.
It’s this mission and vision that won the support of founding backers Joseph
Rowntree, BarrowCadbury Trust and Big Society Capital. And it’s a mission
that will continue to guide the company in the future. Over 200 companies
and their 450,000 employees have joined their mission so far.
Wagestream are empowering people. Tackling the invisible, urgent problem
of financial stress. Every working person deserves a life that’s free of financial
stress. Every working person deserves to feel in control of their finances.
With their momentum in this space, there is hope for economic prosperity
with positive mental health for all.
www.wagestream.com
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West London Zone
In West London – an area of deep inequality – 1 in 5 children
and young people aren’t getting the support they need to thrive.
West London Zone’s research shows that there are 12,000 children
and young people currently living in their community that need
additional support. Without it, they are more likely to face challenges
in later life, including unemployment, social isolation, and poor mental
and emotional health.
With outcomes-based contracts, supported by organisations like
Big Society Capital, West London Zone formally launched in 2016
in partnership with families, schools and charities who came together
because of a shared experience to restitch these inequalities.
COVID-19 and lockdowns have only deepened inequality across the country,
impacting learning, progress and the mental health of young people. West
London Zone adapted to provide the emergency support families needed,
as well as focusing on longer term social, emotional and academic progress
tailored to each child’s unique strengths, needs and aspirations.
The young people who have just completed the West London Zone
programme have achieved encouraging results despite these huge pressures:
•

75% have improved their mental health

•

78% at risk have improved their social skills

•

75% at risk have improved their confidence levels

As a result, Children working with the programme are well placed to continue
to improve at school through the coming year.
West London Zone’s vision is a West London community working together
so that every child can thrive and have a brighter and fairer future.
www.westlondonzone.org
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Thank you to our sponsors
Headline sponsors

Breakout sponsors

RESTITCH
THE SOCIAL FABRIC SUMMIT

People, place, and little platoons
in the post-pandemic world.
The fabric of Western society is unravelling.
Everywhere we face a crisis of connection – from
our fellow citizens, the places we inhabit, the
institutions vested with shared culture and history.
But there is growing evidence that the problems
we face – polarised politics, lopsided economies
and fraying communities – are surmountable if we
take the time to renew the places, networks and
institutions that bind people together. We need to
restitch the social fabric as the pandemic subsides.
The Social Fabric Summit will bring together
leading politicians, community and faith leaders,
leading thinkers, and ordinary citizens to generate
ideas, momentum and conversations to renew
society in the wake of coronavirus. At a time of
rising interest in the role of social institutions and
networks in supporting democracy and economic
prosperity, we want to identify how we can create
more connected and rooted societies. It is organised
by Onward and Create Streets.
restitch.org | ukonward.com | createstreets.com

TUESDAY 24TH MAY, LONDON | FRIDAY 27TH MAY, HALIFAX

